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Swiss brands Cecil Purnell, Ludovic Ballouard, Laurent Ferrier and
GoS from Sweden are India’s new favourites
Suman Tarafdar
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For many, watches are a style statement, subtly telling all onlookers of the status
of the wearer. It is no surprise that the brand of the watch then plays a major role
in the establishment of the said status. Some of the biggest watch brands make
watches in the millions, and then spend millions in talking them up through
events, ads and at watch fairs; luring the potential customer. However, just as in
other categories of luxury, exclusivity is often a crucial determinant in the nal
selection of the brand, and it is that the ‘independent’ watchmakers enjoy an
advantage.
No surprise then that those independent watchmakers, who often produce
between 10 and 100 watches per year, usually depending on the intricacy of their
watches, and possibly the size of the atelier, are increasingly much sought after by
watch collectors. Most of them produce everything by hand, including the muchvaunted movements – the heart of the watch. Look beyond the headlines, and you
will notice leading watch fairs and publications issuing much-scrutinised lists of top
independent watches with ever-increasing frequency.
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Independent watchmakers, like Cecill Purnell, who often produce between 10
and 100 watches per year, are gaining popularity in India

A recent exhibition of some of the top names in the independent watchmaker’s
space were in Delhi. Part of The Independents of Time. The show included luxury
watch brands that include Laurent Ferrier, Cecil Purnell, Ludovic Ballouard and
GoS, all of whom have been nominees or winners at the Grand prix d’ horlogerie
de Genève (GPHG) also known as the Oscars of watchmaking. An evening steeped
in elegance and a lot of horological conversation, it saw retailers and collectors
throng to see pieces that are rarely in India.
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Independents of Time was formed in 2013 by Rahul Kapoor, co-founder of luxury
retailer Excedo Luxuria, and three other partners. “The e ort was to bring
independent brands to the buyers. The Independents of Time has been held as a
private collectors’ event from 2015-17. We have opened it up this year”.
Kapoor, brought up in London, and runs the India Watch Club, says getting a
retailer to work with you, invite your clients – it doesn’t really work in India. “We
had to organically build the independent watch space, and today we have about
6,000 active members. This year we are at a stage when we can say we have
healthy members, a fantastic audience, independent watch brands who are more
than eager to join in, and we are getting demand.” The exhibition, which allowed
only 250 people to attend, had 800 requests, including those who are not
members of the club, points out Kapoor.
As for what makes an independent watch desirable, Kapoor says it is most often
the craft and the value for money. “It is a sign of being unique, every piece can be
tailored to you.” Also, he says the watchmaker or the company owner himself
coming in makes a di erence.
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L-R: Patrik Sjogren, Ludovic Ballouard, Nergs Nazar and Rahul Kapoor

“You are not afraid of colours here. On hand at the show was Patrick Sjorgen of
GoS, who is encouraged by India’s bold use of colours for his watches, each of
which is unique, often comes in striking colours. “We can build on something that
is quite unique, and that is something I will push, he says. “We also have a lot of
Swedish values and craftsmanship in our watches, which is evident when you see
the watches.” GoS is known for its use of traditional Scandinavian crafts of handforging Damascus steel, a craft in its peak during the Viking era, which leads to
each forged watch containing unique patterns and having its own distinct
character.
Another legend of the independent watchmaking space, Ludovic Ballouard, the
man behind the incredible Opus XIII unveiled by Harry Winston, too agrees with
the potential of the Indian market and its requests for customisation. Ballouard
points to watches he has made with Chinese and Indo-Arabic numerals. “This is
our rst time in India, we wanted to come earlier, but the opportunity hasn’t been
the same,” he says.
He says that even in largely brand conscious India, there is tremendous growth
potential. “More and more buyers, especially younger buyers are looking for
something that is unique and relatable. They are not interested in just wearing a
Rolex.” He points out the example of a young collector who “wants a tourbillon, but
not a Bvlgari tourbillon, because it is partially cannibalised from the Swatch Group,
it’s not in-house. I want an in-house tourbillon.”
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Ludovic Ballouard, Watchmaker & Founder, Ludovic Ballouard

“Earlier, we used to see a lot of demand for yellow gold, now the demand has
shifted towards bronze and rose gold. Customers in India are beginning to track
international trends and request them in India itself.”
Kapoor also sees an increasing demand from women for unisex watches in larger
sizes, up to 32mm. About 40 per cent of the buyers are women now, a rising
percentage, he points out. He points out former PepsiCo head Indra Nooyi once
mentioning that a watch was a sign of power woman as the moment a woman is
wearing a watch, she is focused on time.
Kapoor says there is a challenge to Indians taking to independent brands. “We
have seen that challenge slowly diminish.” One of the purposes of this show is the
educational factor, he says. “People are beginning to ask about movements and
complications. A certain amount of cheekiness is also required – “agar Mrs Mehta

ke paas hai to aap kyon pehenna chahte ho” – to persuade, he says. “We also give
the option of customisation, and the investment value. The added bene t of the
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trip to the atelier, seeing the watch being made, seeing its continuous process – it
all adds to the desirability.” As who are the most likely buyers, he says they are
likely to be well travelled, well cultured, eager to learn and secure in personality.

Patrik Sjogren, Founder & CEO, GoS

The lack of structure in the market is a big detriment to many buyers, Kapoor says.
This is a systemic challenge, stemming from the country’s policies, he says. “It is
also a cultural challenge. For example, a buyer some time ago wanted a particular
watch, which was not stocked in India. Every retailer tried to force down something
from his stock down his throat. Respect for the customer, from what I have seen
and heard from customers, doesn’t exist in India.”
Another challenge – Indian customers often want the piece immediately, which
given the work done to make each watch unique, is hard to explain!
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“The growth factor in India he says is higher than Europe,” Kapoor points out.
“Overall, it’s still a learning curve.” He would like to do the show on a larger scale,
but says there are challenges in India, including customs and bureaucracy.
“Bringing in too many pieces is also a challenge. We had requests from 19
watchmakers from around the world, including AHCI, the academy of independent
watchmakers. Next year, we are looking at a larger number of independent
watchmakers.” The time for that looks perfect.

Watches to look out for:
CECIL PURNELL
Diamond Pavé Lucky Lady

A star in any room, the Lucky Lady, in options of arresting blue, emerald green and
ery red, balances the distinctive and seductive features of the Lacroix collection
through the prism of a more discrete and mystical presentation of the tourbillon.
An enamel red translucent dial, custom gold engraved, is surrounded by diamond
paving, unique to each watch, set into the bezel, lugs and crown. The translucent
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dial enamelling with plique-à-jour or ‘letting in daylight’, reveals an in-house Cecil
Purnell CP-V11 tourbillon calibre. The case is Lady Lacroix in Rose Gold (5N18) set
in VVS1 diamonds. Yes, each watch is unique.

LUDOVIC BALLOUARD
Upside Down

Easily one of the most acclaimed contemporary watchmakers, Ludovic Ballouard is
perhaps best known for his Upside Down watch. Widely acclaimed for its
technically brilliant movement, its unique approach to displaying time shook up
the industry. Yes, the numerals are upside down, except for the one whose hour it
is! Each numeral rotates 180° when its hour comes. The watches are cased in red
gold and twelve in platinum, with mother-of-pearl marquetry radiating from the
centre. The dial and numerals all have their own mother of pearl discs, as do the
hands. The movement has sunray brushed gilt brass with contrasting brushed
steel Maltese crosses, each one positioned underneath its corresponding hour
disk. Stunning.
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LAURENT FERRIER
Galet Traveller

Acclaimed for its dual time capability, Galet Traveller houses a self-winding
movement from the famed Micro-Rotor movements with natural escapement. A
fan favourite, and eagerly collected around the world, the Laurent Ferrier Galet
Traveller is just 10mm thick and comes in a 41mm white gold case. Much
appreciated for its ease of use, its design is very intuitive, showing the local time on
the main dial, while the home hour shows up an aperture.

GoS
Sarek Midnight Blue
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Acclaimed Swedish watch brand GoS has come to be widely recognised for the use
of hand-forging Damascus steel, ensuring no two watches are similar. The Sarek
Midnight Blue is tted with the brand’s largest Damascus steel dial, which has
black and blue tones. A 43mm wide steel case has intricate design cues, such as
the crown resembling the hilt of a Viking sword. The collection is inspired by the
Sarek mountains in Sweden, either by day (GoS Sarek) or night (GoS Sarek Akka).
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